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We onsider the quantum va uum of a fermioni eld in the presen e of a bla k-hole ba kground as a possible andidate for the stabilized bla k hole. The stable va uum state (as well as thermal equilibrium states
at an arbitrary temperature) an exist if we use the PainlevéGullstrand des ription of the bla k hole and the
superluminal dispersion of the parti le spe trum at high energy, whi h is introdu ed in the free-falling frame.
This hoi e is inspired by the analogy between the quantum va uum and the ground state of quantum liquid,
in whi h the event horizon for the low-energy fermioni quasiparti les an also arise. The quantum va uum
is hara terized by the Fermi surfa e that appears behind the event horizon. We do not onsider the ba k
rea tion, and therefore, there is no guarantee that the stable bla k hole exists. But if it does exist, the Fermi
surfa e behind the horizon would be the ne essary attribute of its va uum state. We also onsider the exa t
dis rete spe trum of fermions inside the horizon, whi h allows us to dis uss the problem of fermion zero modes.

PACS: 04.70.-s, 05.30.Fk

1. INTRODUCTION

In 1981, Unruh proposed to study the bla k hole
physi s using its soni analogue [1℄. Originally suggested for lassi al liquids, this was later extended to
quantum systems su h as superuids and Bose ondensates [24℄. The main advantage of the quantum liquids and gases is that in many respe ts, they are similar to the quantum va uum of fermioni and bosoni
elds. This analogy forms a view on the quantum
va uum as a spe ial type of ondensed matter  the
ether  where the physi al laws that we have at
present an arise emergently as the energy or temperature of the ether de reases [5℄. A parti ular s enario of the emergent formation of the ee tive gravity
together with gauge elds and hiral fermions an be
found in the re ent review paper [6℄.
A ording to the topology in the momentum spa e,
there are three types (universality lasses) of the
fermioni va ua. One of them has the trivial topology and its fermioni ex itations are therefore fully
* E-mail:
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gapped (massive fermions). The other two have a nontrivial momentum-spa e topology hara terized by ertain topologi al invariants in the momentum spa e [6℄.
One of the two nontrivial universality lasses ontains
systems with Fermi points; their ex itations are hiral
fermions, whose energy vanishes at points in the momentum spa e. Another lass represents systems with
a wider manifold of zeroes: their gapless fermioni exitations are on entrated in the vi inity of the 2D surfa e in momentum spa e, the Fermi surfa e. This lass
ontains Fermi liquids.
Here, we dis uss the properties of the quantum va uum in the presen e of the event horizon. We assume
that in the absen e of the horizon, the fermioni va uum belongs either to the trivial lass (su h as the Standard Model below the ele troweak transition, where all
fermions are massive) or to the lass of Fermi points
(su h as the Standard Model above the ele troweak
transition, with its ex itations being hiral massless
fermions).
In the presen e of a horizon, the region behind the
horizon be omes the ergoregion: parti les a quire negative energy there. In the true va uum state, these
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negative-energy levels must be o upied, whi h means
that the old va uum must be re onstru ed by lling
these levels. We do not study the pro ess of lling,
whi h an be the smooth Hawking radiation pro ess [7℄
or some other more violent pro ess; we dis uss the
stru ture of the true va uum state assuming that this
state an be rea hed without destroying the horizon.
In other words, we assume that the stable bla k hole
an exist as a nal ground state of the gravitational ollapse. We nd that behind the horizon, the fermioni
va uum belongs to the lass of the Fermi surfa e.
The main sour es for the appearan e of the Fermi
surfa e originate in the following properties of the event
horizon. First, the emergen e of Plan k physi s in the
vi inity of (and behind) the horizon. The event horizon
serves as a magnifying glass through whi h the phenomena at the Plan k length s ale ould be visualized.
At some s ales, the Lorentz invarian e  a property of
the low-energy physi s  inevitably be omes invalid
and deviations from the linear (relativisti ) spe trum
be ome important. This violation of the Lorentz invarian e is now popular in the literature [1; 913℄. It
leads to either subluminal or superluminal propagation
at high energy, e.g.,

nal state). The existen e of su h a stable bla k hole
with the unbroken time reversal symmetry is also supported by the ondensed matter analogies [4, 15, 16℄,
in whi h stable innite-redshift surfa es arise. An example of the innite-redshift surfa e with no time reversal symmetry breaking is also provided by the extremal bla k hole, whose ondensed matter analogue
is dis ussed in Se . 12.6 of review [6℄. In all these examples, the Fermi surfa e does not appear. The bla k
hole ground states with the time reversal symmetry are
in some sense ex eptional (in the same manner as the
extremal bla k hole), and we do not dis uss them here.
2. STATIONARY METRIC WITH THE
EXPLICITLY VIOLATED TIME REVERSAL
SYMMETRY

The va uum an be well-dened only if the metri is stationary. In general relativity, the stationary
metri for the bla k hole is provided in the Painlevé
Gullstrand spa etime [17℄. The line element of the
PainlevéGullstrand metri is

ds2 =

E (p) = p (1  p =pp );
2

2 2

2

2

where pp is the Plan k momentum. In a ordan e
with the ondensed matter analogy, we assume that
the high-energy (quasi)parti les are superluminal, i.e.,
the sign is the plus. Be ause of the superluminal dispersion, there is a bottom in the Dira sea, and the
pro ess of lling the negative-energy levels is therefore
limited. When all of these levels are o upied, we ome
to a global va uum state (or the global thermodynami al equilibrium with a positive heat apa ity, if the
temperature is nite). Thus, the superluminal dispersion of the parti le energy gives rise to the energeti
stability of the va uum in the presen e of a bla k hole.
The se ond important onsequen e of the event
horizon, due to whi h the va uum belongs to the lass
of systems with the Fermi surfa e, is that the horizon
violates the time reversal symmetry of the system: the
in oming and outgoing parti les have dierent traje tories. In ondensed matter, the appearan e of the Fermi
surfa e due to the violation of the time reversal symmetry is a typi al phenomenon (see, e.g., [8℄ and also
Se . 12.4 in Ref. [6℄).
In Refs. [4, 14℄, a stable bla k hole is also onsidered that exhibits a nite positive heat apa ity, an arbitrary temperature, and no Hawking radiation. But it
is assumed there that the time reversal symmetry is not
broken in the nal state (or is a tually restored in the

2

dt2 + (dr vdt)2 =
= ( 2 v2 )dt2 2vdrdt + dr2 ; (1)

where

v(r) = ^r

r

rh
2MG
; rh = 2 :
r

(2)

Here, M is the mass of the hole, rh is the radius of
the horizon, and G is the Newton gravitational onstant; the minus sign in Eq. (2) gives the metri for the
bla k hole, while the plus sign hara terizes the white
hole. The time reversal operation t ! t transforms
the bla k hole into the white whole. The stationary
property of this metri and the fa t that it des ribes
the spa etime in both the exterior and interior regions,
are very attra tive features that were explored starting from Ref. [18℄ (see [1921℄; an extension of the
PainlevéGullstrand spa etime to the rotating bla k
hole an be found in Ref. [22℄).
In the ase of the bla k hole, the eld v(r) has a
simple interpretation: it is the velo ity of the observer
who freely falls along the radius towards the enter of
the bla k hole with zero initial velo ity at innity. The
motion of the observer obeys the Newtonian laws all
the way through the horizon,

GM
d2 r
=
;
dt2
r2
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(3)

and his velo ity is therefore given by
r

2GM
dr
= ^r
:
(4)
dt
r
The time oordinate t is the lo al proper time for the
v(r) 

observer who drags the inertial oordinate frame with
him.
As was rst noti ed by Unruh [1℄, the ee tive metri of type (1) is experien ed by quasiparti les propagating in moving uids. The eld v(r) is then the velo ity eld of the liquid and is the maximum attainable velo ity of quasiparti les in the low-energy limit,
for example the speed of sound in the ase of phonons
(see also [2326; 6℄). The horizon ould be produ ed in
liquids when the ow velo ity be omes greater than .
The bla k hole and the white hole an be reprodu ed
by the liquid owing radially inward and outward, respe tively. This is an expli it realization of the time reversal symmetry breaking by a owing liquid: the time
reversal operation reverses the dire tion of the ow of
the va uum,

T v(r) =

v(r):

This PainlevéGullstrand spa etime, although not
stati , is stationary. That is why the energy E~ of a
(quasi)parti le in this spa etime is determined in both
the exterior and the interior regions. It an be obtained
as the solution of the equation

g p

 p

p
!~ = ! g

2

E~ (p) = E (p) + p  v(r) ;

(5)

where E (p) is the energy of the parti le in the freefalling frame,

E (p) = p

+m :

(6)

2

For the soni  bla k hole, it is the energy of the quasiparti le in the frame omoving with the superuid va uum.
We now onsider a massless (quasi)parti le moving
in the radial dire tion from the bla k hole horizon to
innity, i.e., with a positive radial momentum pr . Beause the metri is stationary, the energy of a parti le
in the PainlevéGullstrand frame (or of a quasipartile in the laboratory frame) is onserved and we have
E~ = onst. Its energy in the free-falling (superuid
omoving) frame is then given by

E~
=
E (p) = pr =
1 + v(r)=
1

00

1 v2 =
1 v=

2

E (p) = m + p

+m =0

2 2

p

E~

p

rh =r

:

(7)



=! 1

r

rh
r



;

(8)

where ! is the nominal frequen y of this line. The
surfa e r = rh is the innite redshift surfa e, and the
energy in Eq. (7) diverges there. This means that if
we observe parti les oming to us from a very lose
vi inity of the horizon, these outgoing parti les originally had a huge energy approa hing the Plan k energy
s ale. The event horizon an therefore serve as a magnifying glass that allows us to see what happens at the
Plan k length s ale. At some point, the low-energy relativisti approximation inevitably be omes invalid and
the Lorentz invarian e is violated.
In quantum liquids, the nonlinear dispersion enters
the velo ity-independent energy E (p) in the superuid
omoving frame. Taking the analogy with quantum liquids into a ount, we assume that in our va uum, the
Plan k physi s also enters the energy in the free-falling
frame. The energy spe trum of parti les is therefore
given by Eq. (5), where

2

with p0 = E~ , whi h gives

2

This energy, whi h is very big near the horizon, dereases as the (quasi)parti le moves away from the horizon. This is the gravitational red shift superimposed
on the Doppler ee t [27℄, be ause the emitter is freely
falling with the velo ity v = vs (r). The frequen y of
the spe tral line measured by the observer at innity is

2



2 2



p2
1 2 :
pp

(9)

As for the in oming massless parti le, its radial momentum pr < 0, and its energy in the omoving frame
is therefore given by

E (p) =

pr =

E~
E~
p
=
:
1 v(r)=
1 + rh =r

(10)

It has no pathology at the horizon: the observer falling
freely a ross the horizon sees no in onvenien es when
he rosses the horizon, and the Plan k physi s is therefore not evoked here.
The pathology reappears when one tries to onstru t the thermal global equilibrium state (or the va uum state) in the presen e of a horizon. In the global
equilibrium, a ording to the Tolman law, the temperature measured by an observer in the omoving frame
diverges at the horizon,

T (r) =

T
TT olman
= p T olman
:
g00(r)
1 v2 = 2

p

(11)

At some point, this temperature again be omes so high
that the Plan k physi s be omes relevant. In the presen e of a horizon, the global equilibrium is possible
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only for the superluminal dispersion, i.e., for the plus
sign in Eq. (9). The reason is as follows. Behind the
horizon, at r < rh , the frame-dragging velo ity ex eeds
the speed of light. In the relativisti domain, this implies that the radial oordinate r be omes time-like,
be ause a (quasi)parti le an move along the r oordinate in only one dire tion behind the horizon, towards
the singularity. However, with the plus sign for the energy spe trum in Eq. (9), the (quasi)parti les an go
ba k and forth even behind the horizon. The spa elike nature of the r oordinate is therefore restored by
the superluminal dispersion and the global equilibrium
be omes possible.
Finally, the ondensed matter analogue of the formation of quantum eld theory as an emergent phenomenon at low energy suggests that our va uum is
fermioni , while all the bosoni degrees of freedom an
be obtained as olle tive modes of the fermioni va uum. It is the Pauli prin iple for fermions that allows us to onstru t a stable va uum in the presen e
of a horizon. Thus, there are three main ne essary
onditions for the existen e of a stable va uum with
the broken time reversal symmetry in the presen e of
a bla k hole: the va uum is fermioni , its fermioni exitations have superluminal dispersion, and the bla k
hole is des ribed by the PainlevéGullstrand metri .
All the three onditions are motivated by the quantum
liquid similarities.

!;ab = Ea b r e = Ea r (g Eb ) =

= Ea r eb = Ea  eb
 e b : (16)
The vielbeins orresponding to the general ow metri in Eq. (1) are

ea = Æa + e~a ; e~a = vi Æia Æ0 :

In Ref. [28℄, fermions were onsidered in the semilassi al approximation. Here, we extend this analysis to the exa t quantum-me hani al one. In the presen e of a nontrivial gravitational ba kground, fermions
are des ribed by the tetrad formalism. We here follow
Ref. [29℄. The metri g an be written in terms of
the tetrad ea as

e~i0 = vi 6= 0:
For the PainlevéGullstrand metri of the bla k hole in
spheri al oordinates, we have

e0 = (1; 0; 0; 0); e1 = (v; 1; 0; 0);
e2 = (0; 0; r; 0); e3 = (0; 0; 0; r sin );

Hp =
The

pp

5

i

i ; Hg = i

r

2

=

0 i
i 0

5

(15)

(19)





rh 3
+ :
r 4r r

(20)

!

;

0

1
0

=

!

0
1

(21)

and

where the dual tetrad eld Eb obeys

ea = g ab Eb ; eb = ea ab = g Eb ;

+ H p + Hg :

matri es that we use are given by

(13)

g = ea eb ab ; Ea ea = Æ ; Ea Eb ab = g ; (14)

0

Here, Hp and Hg are the respe tive Hamiltoinians oming from the Plan k physi s and from the gravitational
eld,

(12)

1
m) = 0; D =  + !;ab a b ;
4

(18)

where v (r) = r 1=2 , assuming that = rh = 1.
The violation of the Lorentz invarian e at high energy an be introdu ed by adding a nonlinear 5 -term
that leads to the superluminal dipersion. As a result, we obtain the Dira equation in the Painlevé
Gullstrand metri [22℄, whi h is now modied by a nonLorentzian term,

where  ab = diag( 1; 1; 1; 1). The Dira equation in a
urved spa etime is

(i a Ea D

(17)

The only nonzero orre tion to the tetrad eld Æa for
Minkowski spa etime is

it = i i i + m

3. THE DIRAC EQUATION IN THE
PAINLEVÉGULLSTRAND METRIC

g = ea eb ab ;

and the torsion eld is

=i

0 1 2 3

=

0
i

i
0

!

:

(22)

After the multipli ation by rh =~ , we obtain a dimensionless form and write ~ =
= rh = 1 and
p0 = pp rh =~  1.
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4. FERMIONIC EIGENSTATES IN THE
PAINLEVÉGULLSTRAND BLACK HOLE

with l = J 1=2. The radial fun tions satisfy the equations

Be ause t is a timelike Killing ve tor in the PainlevéGullstrand bla k hole, the energy E~ is a welldened quantity and the variables t and r an be separated by writing

=

(r)
(r)

!

e

~
iEt
:

f+
g+

E~

!

"

= ir

1
+
p0

(23)



(24)

f
g

E~

i 0
0 i

;

J;J3 =

1 +
=
(g (r) f +(r)) l +(g+ (r)+g (r)) l+1 ; (27)
2r
where the spheri al harmoni s are given by

l

B

C
C
C;
A

=B
B


0

l+1

=

B
B
B


r

J

+
!

+




J3 + 1
Y
2J + 2 l+1;J3 1=2
r
J + J3 + 1
Y
2J + 2 l+1;J3 +1=2

1

0 1
1 0

= ir

0 1
1 0

l+1
+i
r
1
+
p0



(l + 1)2
r2 +
r2

(28)



+ i 1=r r

(25)

1

2r

(f + (r)+f (r)) l +(f + (r) f (r)) l+1 ; (26)

1

"

p

J;J3 =

0 r

!

!

and Li is the orbital angular momentum operator in
R3 . Be ause we are interested in the states with high
momenta J  p0  mrh =~, we an negle t the mass
term. We then obtain the ansatz

J + Jz
Y
2J l;Jz 1=2
r
J J3
Y
2J l;J3 +1=2

!

l+1
+
p0 r 2

!

1 0
0 1

1
4r

+ i 1=r r

where pi = ii . Using the spheri al symmetry, we
introdu e spheri al harmoni s in the standard way.
These are eigenstates of the operators J2 and Jz , where
J is the total angular momentum,



(l + 1)2
r2 +
r2
p

~ =   p + m i 1 p2  + Hg ;
E
p0
~ =   p m + i 1 p2  + Hg ;
E
p0

1
2

0 1
1 0

l+1
+i
r

The r-equations are now given by

Ji = Li + Si = Li +

0 1
1 0

#

+

f+
g+

!

; (29)

!

+
!

l+1
+
p0 r 2



1
0

1
4r

#

!

0
1

+
!

f
g

: (30)

Taking the omplex onjugation of (29), we obtain
Eq. (30) with the reversed sign of energy. This implies that the matri es annot be diagonalized simultaneously unless E~ = 0, and therefore, either (f + ; g + ) or
(f ; g ) is nonzero for the eigenstate with E~ 6= 0.
Equations (29) and (30) are the starting point for
our analysis of the fermioni va uum and ex itations.
5. FERMIONS IN THE SEMICLASSICAL
APPROXIMATION

In the lassi al limit, with (f; g )
we obtain the energy spe trum


p
E~ + pr
r

2

R

/ exp (i pr dr),



l2 1
l2
= pr + 2 + 2 p2r + 2
r
p0
r
2

2

;

(31)

where we negle ted small terms of the relative order
1=p0. We are interested in the states with the lowest
energy, be ause they give the main ontribution to thermodynami s. For a given l, the energy of the fermion
be omes zero at the following values of the radial momentum:

p2r (r; E~ = 0; l) =

C
C
C;
A
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l2
1 2
p0 (1 r) 2 
2r
r
r
 1r 14 p40 (1 r)2

p20 l2
: (32)
r

where NF is the number of fermioni spe ies and is
a dimensionless onstant of order of unity. In our oversimplied model, = 4=35 [28℄.
In the interior region, the equation of state is

pr /pp
1.5
r/rh = 1/3

1

r/rh = 2/3

0.5

−0.6

−0.4

−0.2
−0.5

p =  / T 2:

p⊥ /pp

0
0.2

0.4

0.6

−1
−1.5
~ (p) = 0 at two positions inside
Fermi surfa e E
the bla k hole: r = 2rh =3 and r = rh =3

Fig. 1.

This oin ides with Eq. (13) in [28℄, where the semi lassi al approximation was used from the very beginning.
Within the ompletely lassi al analysis, with
p? = l=r representing the transverse momentum of
the fermion, Eq. (31) at E~ = 0 gives the losed 2D
surfa e in the 3D momentum spa e. This surfa e, on
whi h the energy of parti les is zero, represents the
Fermi surfa e; it exists only inside the horizon, i.e., at
r < rh (r < 1). Figure 1 demonstrates the Fermi surfa e E~ (p) = 0 at two values of the radius r behind the
horizon: r = 2rh =3 and r = rh =3. The area of the
Fermi surfa e in reases with de reasing r.
In the true ground state, all the levels inside the
Fermi surfa e (i.e., those with E~ (p) < 0) must be o upied. Of ourse, this re onstru tion of the va uum
involving the Plan k energy s ale an have tremendous
onsequen es for the bla k hole itself. These annot be
des ribed by the phenomenologi al low-energy physi s.
Nevertheless, we an laim that if the horizon survives
the va uum re onstru tion, the Fermi surfa e also survives be ause of its topologi al robustness. In this ase,
the statisti al physi s of the bla k hole mi rostates is
entirely determined by the fermioni states in the vi inity of the Fermi surfa e. In parti ular, the entropy and
the heat apa ity of the bla k hole are linear in the
temperature T ,

S=C=

2
N (0)T;
3

(33)

where N (0) is the density of states at E~ = 0. From
the general dimensionality arguments together with the
fa t that the density of states must be proportional to
the volume of the Fermi liquid, we obtain

p2 r3
N (0) = NF p3 h ;
~

(34)

In identally, this oin ides with the equation of state
of the perfe t uid inside the horizon required to obtain the BekensteinHawking entropy (see Refs. [30, 31℄
and [14℄). In the Sakharov indu ed gravity [32℄, the
Plan k momentum and the gravitational onstant are
related by NF p2p  ~ 3 =G. This a tually implies that
the mi ros opi parameters of the system, the fermion
number NF and the Plan k momentum pp , are ombined to form the phenomenologi al parameter of the
ee tive theory, the gravitational onstant G. If we assume that only the thermal fermions are gravitating,
we obtain
Z

M

 dV   T M G :
2

3

2

This gives estimates for the temperature and entropy
of the bla k hole,

T

 1=GM; S  GM ;
2

whi h are in orresponden e with the Hawking
Bekenstein entropy and the Hawking temperature.
Only the phenomenologi al parameters G and are involved here, while the mi ros opi parameters NF and
pp drop out. This is in agreement with the observation
made by Ja obson [33℄ that the bla k hole entropy
and the gravitational onstant are renormalized su h
that the relation between them is preserved. All this
means that statisti al properties of the bla k hole an
be produ ed by the Fermi liquid in the interior of the
bla k hole.
6. EXACT ENERGY LEVELS

Another problem that an be investigated using our
s heme is that of the fermion is zero modes: are there
fermioni modes that have exa tly zero energy in the
exa t quantum me hani al problem? If yes, this would
justify the onje tures that the bla k hole has a nonzero
entropy even at T = 0, and also that the area of the
bla k hole is a quantized quantity [3436℄. For this
reason, we now pro eed to solving eigenvalue equations (29) and (30).
It is impossible to solve these equations analyti ally,
but one an hoose the region of parameters where they
an be solved using the perturbation theory expansion
in the small parameter 1=p0 . To nd this region, we
1000

It an be seen that the regions where x and x are
on entrated

pr /pp
3

x/

l/lc = 0.51
2

( )

0.99

r

Heff = 3
0

0

0

( )

(39)

be ome really small ompared to r( ) and p( ) as p0 inreases. As a result, after lengthy but straightforward
expansion of Eq. (29) near the point with p( ) > 0, we
obtain (keeping the terms of the order of unity) the
ee tive os illator Hamiltonian

0.83

1

p1p  r ; x / pp  jp j;

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8
r/rh

Closed traje tories of the radial motion inside
~ = 0 for dierent values
the bla k hole at zero energy E
of the angular momentum l

where

Fig. 2.

Æl  l( ) (l + 1):

onsider semi lassi al traje tories of the radial motion
pr (r) at E~ = 0 for dierent l, Eq. (32). These traje tories are shown in Fig. 2 (we used p0 = 10000). If l
is small ompared to p0 , these traje tories are highly
asymmetri : the in oming and outgoing parti les experien e essentially dierent motions. The onventional
relativisti parti les with a small momentum ompared
to the Plan k momentum pp an move only towards the
singularity. However, when they a quire a large momentum, the nonlinear dispersion allows them to move
away from the singularity. As a result, the traje tories
of parti les be ome losed. This asymmetry ree ts the
violation of the time reversal symmetry by the horizon.
However, as l in reases, the traje tories be ome
more and more symmetri . Near the maximum value

l( ) = 3 3=2 p0 ;

p

13p
3
2 2 2
p +
Æl + p 0 x2 +
2
3p0
2 2
p
3 3
5
+ p (xp + px) +
; (40)
4
2 3

(35)

they be ome perfe tly ellipti and in reasingly more
on entrated in the vi inity of the enter point

(41)

Diagonalization gives the energy spe trum

p

r

3
3 3 3
E~1 = 3 Æl + 3nr + +
;
(42)
2
2
4
where nr = 0; 1; : : : is the radial quantum number. A ordingly, the expansion near the point with p( ) < 0

and the same pro edure for Eq. (30) give the other
three sets of the energy levels,
r

3
E~2 = 3 Æl 3nr
2
r

3
3
E~3 = 3 Æl + 3nr +
2
2
and

r

3
E~4 = 3 Æl 3nr
2

3
2

p

3 3 3
+
;
2
4

p

3 3
= E~2
4

p

3 3
= E~1 :
4

(43)

(44)

(45)

(36)

Finally, in dimensionful units, we have the dis rete levels of fermions in the vi inity of the Fermi surfa e,

2
p:
(37)
3 0
This implies that in vi inity of r( ) and p( ) , the Hamil-

~
E~ (J; nr ) =  
rh
r 
p!

3
1 pp rh
1
3 3 3
 p ~ 3 2 J + 2 3nr 2  4 ; (46)
2

1
r( ) = ;
3

p

( )

=

r

tonian des ribing the radial motion be omes that of osillators. We an therefore expand the equations in the
vi inity of p( ) and r( ) using the small parameter 1=p0 ,

r = r( ) + x;
pr = p( ) ix :

(38)

where all the four signs must be taken into a ount.
This equation is valid for J smaller than but lose to
the maximum value

p

J ( ) = pp rh =3 3~
1001

at whi h zero-energy states an still exist.
Equation (46) allows us to on lude that the true
fermion zero modes exist in the presen e of a bla k
hole. For general values of pp rh , and hen e, for the
general values of the bla k hole area A = 4rh2 , there
are no states with exa tly zero energy. A zero-energy
eigenstate an be found for some spe ial values of A.
However, be ause of the in ommensurability between
the radial and orbital quantum numbers, the degenera y of the E~ = 0 levels is small, and the fermion
zero modes annot therefore produ e the entropy at
T = 0 that is proportional to the area of the horizon.
A ordingly, there are no mi ros opi reasons for the
quantization of the area of the horizon.
There are no topologi al arguments ensuring the
existen e of the exa t fermion zero modes. On the
other hand, the momentum-spa e topology pres ribes
the existen e of zero-energy fermion modes at the semilasi al level. These modes form a surfa e in the momentum spa e  the Fermi surfa e  in Fig. 1. The
existen e of the Fermi surfa e is a robust property of
the fermioni va uum; the Fermi surfa e survives when
the ba k rea tion is introdu ed (of ourse, if the horizon
survives). It is the Fermi liquid whose thermal states
give rise to the entropy proportional to the area, as was
dis ussed in the previous se tion.
7. CONCLUSIONS

In deriving the fermioni mi rostates responsible for
the statisti al me hani s of the bla k hole, we used
an analogy between quantum liquids and the quantum
va uum, the ether. We know that there are two preferred referen e frames in superuids. One of them is
the absolute spa etime (x; t) of the laboratory frame,
whi h an be Galilean as well as Minkowskian with
being the real speed of light. In the ee tive gravity
experien ed by the low-energy ex itations in quantum
a oust appears
liquids, the ee tive a ousti  metri g
as a fun tion of this absolute spa etime (x; t). The
other preferred referen e frame is the lo al frame, where
the metri is Minkowskian in the a ousti sense, i.e.,
with being the maximum attainable speed of lowenergy quasiparti les. This frame is omoving with the
superuid ondensate. In this frame, the energy spe trum does not depend on the velo ity v of the ondensate and has the form given in Eq. (9). It is therefore
in this frame that the Plan k energy physi s is properly
introdu ed: if the energy be omes big in the superuid
omoving frame, the a ousti Lorentz symmetry is violated.

As for the quantum va uum, the attainable energies are still so low that we annot sele t the preferred
referen e frame. In parti ular, we annot say in whi h
referen e frame the Plan k energy physi s must be introdu ed, and whether there is an absolute spa etime.
The magnifying glass of the event horizon an serve as
a possible sour e of spotting these referen e frames.
In our low-energy orner, the Einstein a tion is ovariant: it does not depend on the hoi e of the referen e frame. That is why the Einstein equations an be
solved in any oordinate system. However, in the presen e of a horizon or ergoregion, some of the solutions
are not dened in the entire spa etime of the quantum
va uum. In these ases, the dis rimination between
dierent solutions arises and one must hoose between
them. In quantum liquids, the hoi e is natural be ause
the absolute oordinates are used from the very beginning. But in general relativity, the ambiguity in the
presen e of a horizon imposes the problem of properly
hoosing the solution. This problem annot be solved
within the ee tive theory, while the fundamental miros opi  ba kground is still not known, and one an
only guess the proper solution of Einstein equations
using whi h the va uum state an be onstru ted.
It is lear that the S hwarzs hild solution is not the
proper hoi e, in parti ular be ause the entire spa etime is not overed by the S hwarzs hild oordinates.
A ording to the quantum liquid analogy, the Painlevé
Gullstrand metri with the inward frame dragging an
be a reasonable hoi e. Its analogue an be really reprodu ed (at least in prin iple) in quantum liquids.
The analogy also suggests that the PainlevéGullstrand
spa etime an be onsidered as the absolute one in
whi h the true va uum must be determined. On the
other hand, the lo al frame of the free-falling observer
an be onsidered as an analogue of the superuid omoving frame in whi h the Plan k energy physi s must
be introdu ed. We again warn that this hoi e annot
be justied from the standpoint of the ee tive theory
alone.
If the Plan k physi s is in addition superluminal,
as is also suggested by the quantum liquid analogy,
the stable quantum va uum an even be onstru ted
in the presen e of a horizon. We argue that the main
property of su h a quantum va uum, distinguishing it
from the original va uum of the Standard Model, is the
existen e of the Fermi surfa e inside the horizon. The
statisti al me hani s of the Fermi liquid formed inside
the horizon is responsible for the thermodynami s of
the bla k hole.
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